Development and evolution of the vestibular sensory apparatus of the mammalian ear
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Abstract. Herein, we will review molecular aspects of vestibular ear development and present them in the context of evolutionary changes and hair cell regeneration. Several genes guide the development of anterior and posterior canals. Although some of these genes are also important for horizontal canal development, this canal strongly depends on a single gene, Otx1. Otx1 also governs the segregation of saccule and utricle. Several genes are essential for otoconia and cupula formation, but protein interactions necessary to form and maintain otoconia or a cupula are not yet understood. Nerve fiber guidance to specific vestibular end-organs is predominantly mediated by diffusible neurotrophic factors that work even in the absence of differentiated hair cells. Neurotrophins, in particular Bdnf, are the most crucial attractive factor released by hair cells. If Bdnf is misexpressed, fibers can be redirected away from hair cells. Hair cell differentiation is mediated by Atoh1. However, Atoh1 may not initiate hair cell precursor formation. Resolving the role of Atoh1 in postmitotic hair cell precursors is crucial for future attempts in hair cell regeneration. Additional analyses are needed before gene therapy can help regenerate hair cells, restore otoconia, and reconnect sensory epithelia to the brain.
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1. Introduction

The mammalian ear contains three sensory systems:

a) Angular acceleration perception is accomplished by the semicircular canals to direct specific endolymphatic movement to crista organs where hair cells convert it into electric signals. These signals are conducted by specific vestibular afferent fibers to the brainstem and the cerebellum.

b) Linear acceleration is detected by hair cells by movement of a gelatinous mass that contains otoconia in relationship to the endorgans where movement is converted into electric signals conducted to brainstem and cerebellum.

c) Sound reaches the cochlea where the basilar membrane motion and hair cell stimulation converts specific frequencies into tonotopic information that encodes place of cochlear stimulation and intensity. The spiral ganglion neurons receive this signal and then relay this information to the brainstem, but not the cerebellum.

Excluding the problem of the origin and diversification of the cochlea [55], what makes a functional vestibular system must be minimally understood at four interconnected levels requiring knowledge of both ear development and evolution.

i) We need to understand how the ear is patterned such that morphogenesis and histogenesis happens at the right place at the right time. For example, if a canal crista forms near the endolymphatic duct, this abnormal position would NOT permit the perception of angular acceleration mediated by endolymphatic movement as angu-
lar accelerations would only cause limited fluid movements, much like in plugged canals [115].

ii) Hair cells have to develop at the right place with the right polarity or a mix thereof to be able to extract information from the stimuli. Having hair cells oriented 90° with respect to their normal orientation in the canal cristae would result in virtually no stimulation no matter how rapidly the head is turned.

iii) The extracellular matrix has to be appropriately formed to permit detection of the stimulus. Having a cupula-like gelatinous structure on the utricle would render this epithelium virtually incapable to perceive linear acceleration as the cupula lacks the higher density to cause relative movements in linear acceleration. Conversely, attaching otoconia to the canal cupula causes a clinical syndrome known as cupulolithiasis as it introduces linear acceleration sensation capacity into an angular acceleration sensor.

iv) Last, but not least, the extracted information has to be conducted in discrete and partial overlapping fashion to the hindbrain, including the cerebellum, for appropriate information processing.

In this overview we will first briefly introduce major aspects of vestibular vertebrate ear evolution to highlight how selection has shaped an unknown ancestral sensory organ into a system with three semicircular canals and crista organs to extract angular acceleration in the three cardinal planes and evolved one (macula communis), two (utricle and saccule) or three sensory organs (utricle, saccule, lagena) for perception of horizontal and vertical linear acceleration, including gravity. Next, we will analyze, in order, 1) current molecular developmental insights into patterning events and morphogenesis of canals and utricular and saccular recesses; 2) molecular biology of cupula and otoconia composition; 3) development and molecular biology of sensory neuron development, including known guiding principles for connecting these neurons specifically to the vestibular sensory organs; and 4) molecular basis of sensory epithelial development (including hair cells) as revealed by recent analysis of mutant and transgenic mice. We follow roughly the sequence of appearance of these events in ear development, with hair cell differentiation being one of the last events.

2. Vertebrate vestibular ear evolution shows changes in linear and angular acceleration sensory systems

The origin of the ear has sparked various hypotheses. The rather ubiquitous distribution of statocysts in all animal radiations suggests that bearing mechanosensory cells aggregated into statocysts are ancient structures derived from single mechanosensory cells [17,49,90]. Gene expression supports such a notion as it shows that certain genes are involved in statocyst and sensory cell development across phyla [51,73]. The chordate most closely related to vertebrates, the lancelet, has neither an ear nor organs that resemble the lateral line organs [41,75]. All craniate vertebrates have an ear that consists of two discrete sensory systems, angular and linear acceleration sensors. In cyclostome vertebrates such as lampreys and hagfish, the gravistatic receptor is a single macula covered with otoconia [79]. Evolution has apparently turned this otoconia containing organ, which resembles the invertebrate statocyst, into two or three different organs (utricle, saccule, lagena), each with a distinct orientation in space [79,119]. Such diversification in vertebrate ears implies, but does not prove, that vertebrate ear evolution is primarily the diversification of a statocyst. Interestingly, the evolution of the angular and linear acceleration system of the ear of cephalopods indicates a comparable diversification from a simple moluscan statocyst [16,94] as proposed here for the evolution of the vertebrate ear from a hypothetical statocyst of an unknown vertebrate ancestor.

In parallel to the segregation and diversification of otoconia baring organs is a diversification and morphological evolution of angular acceleration organs. Hagfish have only a single canal and lampreys have only two vertical canals. Both taxa have only two cristae organs, an anterior and a posterior crista. This suggests that the horizontal crista evolved in jawed vertebrates together with the segregation of a single otoconia bearing organ into two [45,97]. Interestingly, cristae organs of hagfish lack cupulae. Instead, the entire ampullary lumen is surrounded by hair cells which extent their elongated kinocilium and stereocilia freely into the canals (Fig. 1). These data suggest that evolution of canal cristae in jawed vertebrates involved transformations of sensory epithelia (from an organ surrounding the entire lumen to an organ restricted to a small sensory patch), formation of a cupula to change an organ that measures only angular velocity into an organ that measures pressure of endolymph at the cupula [63], and generation of a new canal (the horizontal canal)
Fig. 1. A brief survey of major evolutionary changes in the ear is presented. Hagfish, a jawless vertebrate, have a single torus that contains two canal cristae and a single common macula (A). Mammals such as mice have three canal cristae and two organs for linear acceleration perception with otoconia as well as a cochlea (B). The canal cristae show differences in their organization. Mammals have a crista that sits on a ridge separated by a cruciate eminence (CE) that is covered by a cupula (removed in D to show the hair cell bundles). In contrast, hagfish have no cupula and the sensory hair cells are arranged to form a ring around the largest diameter of ampullary enlargement (C). AC, anterior crista; C, cochlea; CE, cruciate eminence; HC, horizontal crista; MC, macula communis; PC, posterior crista; S, saccule; U, utricle. Bar indicates 100 μm. Modified after [45].

together with the horizontal canal crista and the appropriate afferent fibers to connect this organ to the brain [45].

Combined with the molecular developmental conservation of mechanosensory cells and the rather ubiquitous presence of statocysts in aquatic invertebrates, the limited changes in the linear acceleration system argues that the evolutionary origin of the vertebrate ear was a statocyst like organ, with the canal system evolving independently. Hagfish have only extracellular matrix containing otoconia covering the single common macula [79,87,119]. Neither the lateral line system [13] nor the canal cristae are covered with extracellular matrix. This suggests that those covering structures evolved after the organs had evolved, possibly out of the matrix of the gravistatic organ by losing the capacity to incorporate otoconia. Molecular similarities also suggest that the cupula of cristae may have evolved out of extracellular matrix [54] of gravistatic organs in which otoconia were embedded. Developmental and evolutionary data support that the tectorial membrane of the basilar papilla (or cochlea in vertebrates) derives from gravistatic organs, suggesting that tectorial membrane formation was secondarily modified by eliminating the capacity to incorporate otoconia into the matrix [45, 54]. Development of the ear has to provide the molecular causality for such evolutionary changes (Fig. 1) and has to explain how three (instead of one) canals form, how three cristae form, and how two or more instead of one linear acceleration sensor form, including the necessary and associated changes in hair cell and sensory neurons.

3. Genes involved in patterning the ear

The ear starts as an epithelial thickening, the otic placode [147] that forms lateral to rhombomeres 5 and 6 of the hindbrain, except for lampreys and hagfish [42,102]. Placodes show specific genetic markers prior to any morphological distinction [5,104]. Precisely how large and how long lasting such a preplacodal area is remains at the moment speculative [15, 104]. Interestingly, the data across vertebrates suggest that even orthologues of genes expressed in these areas such as Foxi1 [104,134] and Fgf10 [15,103,109] may not be conserved in their function for placode induction. Such data may indicate that placodes are transient embryological adaptation and are modified to fit into the different developmental pathways of various vertebrates. Given that hair cells develop only comparatively late out of placodes, these thickenings may therefore present an embryological adaptation comparable to the placenta: necessary for development but uniquely evolved for such developmental purposes.

Like the nearby central nervous system, the otic placode undergoes invagination to form the otic cup and later the otocyst that closes off from the ectoderm. The otocyst will form between the first somite and the more rostral somitomeres. The developing otocyst will therefore be exposed to some of the same factors emanating from the notochord and spinal cord to pattern somites such as sonic hedgehog (Shh), which upregulate genes specific for muscle and tendon formation such as the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor (bHLH), paired box (Pax), fibroblast growth factor (Fgf) and forkhead
box (Fox) genes [6,14]. In the ear, genes of these families are the bHLH genes, Neurog1, Atoh1 and Neurod1, the Pax family member, Pax2 [12,18,120], Fgf members Fgf3, Fgf10, and several Fox members [60,104]. Thus, the major players of early otic placode formation may be under molecular governance comparable to the nearby somites.

One of the first morphogenetic events of the otocyst is the growth of a plate that will form the anterior and posterior vertical canal by embryonic day 12.5 [95, 100]. Through adhesion and cell death of the central parts, the remaining ducts are formed [19,22,39]. Partially overlapping with this is the growth of another plate that will eventually form the horizontal or lateral canal (Fig. 2). At this stage, a separation will divide the superior part and the inferior part, leaving the utriculo-saccular foramen [19]. In the mouse approximately 5 days after the first appearance of the placodal thickening, the vestibular portion of the ear is formed.

An increasing number of genes have been identified through targeted mutations that play major roles in ear morphogenesis [23,83,103]. The genes we chose to present in some detail belong to several classes of factors that play major roles in morphogenesis: FGFs, EYA/SIX/DACH heteromeric complexes and zinc finger proteins.

FGF's are a large family of 22 predominantly secreted ligands (except for FGF11-14) that signal to 7 specific receptors [differently spliced out of four receptor (Fgfr) genes] in a paracrine or autocrine fashion. Upon ligand binding, FGFR's homodimerize and activate various intracellular signaling pathways that ultimately change gene expression in the targeted cell [106]. The most important FGF's for early ear development are Fgf10, Fgf3 [152] and Fgf8 [76]. Fgf10 is expressed at the placodal stage in the mesoderm underlying the otic placode. As the placode thickens, Fgf10 expression moves into the otic ectoderm [103, 109,112,154]. Fgf3 is initially only found in the nearby rhombomeres 5 and 6 of the hindbrain. Eventually, Fgf3 is expressed in the antero-ventral aspect of the otocyst, overlapping with Fgf10 [154]. Fgf9 is only expressed in the periotic mesenchyme [114]. Expression of Fgfr1 and Fgfr2b, which is the receptor for FGF3 and FGF10 [152], is initially overlapping in the otic placode. During morphogenesis of the ear, Fgfr2b is expressed in the dorsal half of the otocyst, expanding into the cochlea caudally [112] suggesting its involvement in canal morphogenesis.

FGFs are essential for mammalian ear formation and histogenesis [27,109,113]. For example, FGF8 released from inner hair cells may determine the cell fate of pillar cells, which express FGFR3 [27,112]. Fgf10 null mutant mice (Fig. 2) have no canal formation [103,109] and show reduction and incomplete separation of canal sensory epithelia [109]. Double knockouts of both Fgf3 and Fgf10 show only limited formation of occasional micro-vesicles, if any vesicles form at all [4,153]. An ear forms in single Fgf3 null mutants but there is variable size reduction [4]. Fgf9 null mutants also have reduced canal formation

---

**Fig. 2.** Morphogenetic defects of three null mutant lines are shown. 
Fgf10 null mutants lack formation of any canals (A,B) but form a single undifferentiated pouch that carries the reduced and malformed anterior and horizontal cristae. These mutants lack a posterior crista entirely (B). Gata3 null mutants show arrest of ear formation at the level of the otocyst with barely recognizable initiation of sensory epithelia formation (D). Interestingly, the expression of Gata3 as revealed with the β-galactosidase marker shows disorganization suggestive of alterations of expression of Gata3 (C,D). Otx1 null mutants lack formation of the horizontal canal and show a fusion of the utricular and saccular epithelium across the enlarged utriculo-saccular foramen (E,F). The loss of a horizontal canal and fusion of the utriculo-saccular epithelium in the absence of Otx1 suggests that Otx1 expression in the ear was a crucial step in vertebrate ear evolution to segregate the common macula of cyclostomes into two gravistatic organs, the utricle and saccule. AC, anterior crista; HC, horizontal crista; PC, posterior crista; S, saccule; SN, sensory neurons; U, utricle. Bar indicates 100 μm. Modified after [44,68, 109].
somewhat similar to Fgf10 null mice [114], suggesting that mesenchymal-epithelial interactions are essential for canal morphogenesis. How FGF’s recruit other genes such as Bmp4 [20–22,53], Hmx2/3 (previously Nkx5) [11,57,149], Dlx [98,133], Gata3 [68], Otx1 [44, 101] and Sox2 [71] is not understood. The reduction or loss of semicircular canals is consistent with FGF’s established role in branching morphogenesis [109,112] also apparent in lung formation [114]. Modeling functional molecular interactions between FGF mediated FGFR intracellular signaling and other factors targeting similar promoter regions requires a much deeper knowledge of genes, their qualitative and quantitative expression patterns, and their functional interactions in ear development than is currently available [23].

Morphogenesis of the embryonic ear depends on the EYA/SIX/DACH complex [34,156,157], an evolutionary conserved gene network [59]. This developmental module or cassette is used in a variety of organs and across phyla to regulate genes that permit cell migration [136], proliferation, and cell death [157]. Null mutants show that Eya1 and Six1 are crucial for any development of the ear past the otocyst stage as only microvesicles form in Eya1/Six1 double null mutants [157,159]. Biological redundancy is suggested by the formation of the ear in altered Pax2 gene expression in spontaneous and null mutations [34,142,156,157]. The haploid insufficiency observed in human and mouse Eya1 mutations suggest that alterations in gene dosage can affect morphogenesis [1,2,67,146,157].

Six1 affects the expression of genes known to be important in ear morphogenesis such as Bmp4, Fgf10 and Fgf3 [21,109,154], which are downregulated in Six1 null mutants. Six1 also alters the expression pattern of two genes known to be involved in ear morphogenesis, Hmx3 and Gata3 [11,68] suggesting a direct involvement of Six1 in maintenance of their correct expression pattern [157,159]. A related gene, Eya4, leads to late-onset deafness at the DFNA10 locus and endolymphatic hydrops [110,151]. Clearly, Eya1 and Six1 are the best understood genes in terms of their effect on other important genes in ear morphogenesis and still explaining their function remains tentative in the absence of any information about most of their downstream genes [159]. Further dissection of their role in ear development must be approached by using conditional mutant mouse lines to understand the contextual role these regulatory genes are playing without compromising the viability of these mutants owing to their defect of other vital organs [159].

GATA factors participate directly in several signal-transduction pathways in both invertebrates and vertebrates related to proliferation, morphogenesis and cell fate assignment [108]. Most interesting for the ear is the known interaction of GATA factors with BMP, FGF, FOX, HMX and T-box signaling. Interaction between GATA and FGF’s to neuralize ectoderm may be ancestral to chordates [10]. GATA factors also play roles in sensory organ formation in insects [108,129], possibly through the activation of bHLH factors [9].

Like some Fox genes [60,104], Gata3 is expressed at the level of the otic placode [77]. Targeted disruption of Gata3 leads to an arrest of ear development at the level of the otocyst [68] with little morphogenesis beyond a sac (Fig. 2). How GATA3 interacts with other transcription factors involved in ear morphogenesis [40,156] is still uncertain. However, multiple binding sites for GATA factors, Otx and E-box motifs in the promoter regions of Fox genes have been described [32] and an interaction of GATA factors with FGF’s and OTX may be important for neuralization [10]. Given the early ear expression of Gata3 it is not at all surprising to see influences on transcription factors regulating morphogenesis and histogenesis of the ear [77]. Both BMP mediated and direct signaling by GATA3 [9] as well as GATA3 interaction with FOX and T-box proteins [60,108] could effect the formation of sensory neurons. Our laboratory is currently exploring the expression of several of these genes in Gata3 null mutant mice.

Other major factors in early ear morphogenesis have been reviewed recently such as retinoids, Hox and other transcription factors [11,23,83,124] and will not be dealt with here. It suffices to say that none of the genes and their effect on ear morphogenesis is any further along in dissecting the molecular causality toward developmental defects than those three examples given above. Overall, these gene interactions seem to directly specify distinct areas to undergo morphogenesis and histogenesis, possibly through the formation of polar coordinates by which the position of these future morphogenetic and histogenetic events are specified [40]. Most interestingly for understanding the evolution of ear morphogenesis is that certain processes can be developmentally uncoupled. For example, formation of a horizontal canal and segregated utricular and saccular epithelia (Fig. 2) depend on the Otx1 gene [19], whereas formation and positioning of a horizontal crista appears to be governed by other genes [44,45].

4. Molecular composition of otoconia and cupulae

As already stated in the introduction, the ear of vertebrates is a complex structure housing three sensory sys-
tems which perceive linear acceleration (gravity), angular acceleration, and sound [79,119]. Specificity of stimulus acquisition in the ear is achieved by associating particular sensory epithelia such as utricle, saccule, canal cristae and cochlea with acellular matrix proteins inside the inner ear space that mediate unique mechanical stimuli. Otoconia provide the inertia mass to generate shearing forces for the utricle and saccule when subjected to linear acceleration such as gravity. The otoconia are typically composed of calcium carbonate crystals partially embedded in a glycoprotein matrix that is tethered by proteinaceous filaments to the underlying sensory epithelium (Fig. 3). The crystals form inside the endolymphatic space of the inner ear, which contains a fluid composed of high levels of potassium with very little calcium. Through unknown control mechanisms, the crystals are subject to disassembly under certain conditions, including age- and sex-dependent alterations [125,141]. In contrast, the cupulae of the semicircular canal cristae and the tectorial membrane of the cochlea do not contain any calcium carbonate as this would likely change the stiffness of these structures and alter their physical properties in angular acceleration and sound perception. Such data are supported by the human condition of cupulolithiasis where dislocated otoconia are associated with the posterior crista cupula and modify its physical responses such that the patients suffer from dizziness known as benign paroxysmal positional vertigo, BPPV [128,135].

In recent years the biochemical composition of otoconia, tectorial membrane and cupulae has been analyzed and several genes essential for their formation and attachment to the underlying sensory epithelia of the ear have been characterized [54,65,78,105,131,141]. These data suggest specific compositional differences between all three acellular structures of the ear. Thus far, seven major proteins of the extracellular matrices have been identified in the mammalian ear [54,141]. Additional data on another protein, otoancorin, that links the stereocilia of the hair cells to the otoconia are emerging [160].

Seven proteins have been identified to be related to otoconia formation (Fig. 3). The predominant protein in otoconia of mammals is otoconin 90/95 (OC90) [145, 150]. OC90 has conserved the structural features of the secreted phospholipase A2 (PLA2) except for the catalytic activity of the enzyme. Its highest structural similarity is to the calcium-dependent group X PLA2. The PLA2 like domains in OC90 have a higher content of anionic residues than their non-otic homologues, generating a highly acidic pH. In addition, these proteins have incorporated several chains of sulfated polysaccharides. Oc90 mRNA expression starts early in the ear of mice (around embryonic day 9.5) and expression is restricted to non-sensory areas of the ear. This unexpected expression pattern of OC90 changed the traditional view that otoconia are formed from secreted vesicles from supporting cells. In essence, Oc90 expression negatively defines sensory epithelia in developing and adult mice [141,150]. OC90 could thus present an early marker for non-sensory parts of the ear and could help elucidate changes in gene composition between non-sensory and sensory parts of the ear using quantitative and global gene expression analyses.

Another important protein that attaches the acellular matrix structures of the ear to the sensory epithelia is otogelin (otog). In Otog mutant animals, otocoria, cupulae and the tectorial membrane detach from the sensory epithelia [131] resulting the mutants unresponsive to sound and vestibular stimuli. Like OC90, otogelin is expressed early embryonic day 10.5 and is apparently specifically expressed in the differentiating supporting cells [36]. This early expression thus suggests that some supporting cell commitment may predate proliferation of hair cells [126].

A crucial protein for otocoria formation is otopetrin [65]. If mutated, as in the til mutation, no otocoria will form [65,105]. In situ hybridization profiles of this gene demonstrated expression only in the otocoria bearing sensory maculae, presenting a distinguishing feature from other sensory organs of the ear. More recently, the gene responsible for another otocoria mutant mouse has been identified: head tilt mice, carry a mutation in Nox3 [74,107]. As with other mutations, it remains unclear how absence of this protein relates to loss of otoconia [132].

Unequal distribution profiles have been reported for the two proteins common to all acellular structures, α-tectorin and β-tectorin, using immunocytochemistry [54]. Interestingly, β-tectorin is only found in the inner layers of mammalian otocoria and is restricted to the striola region in birds thus indicating a possible role in the specification of striola. Despite that speculation, its function remains unclear as residual capacity to sense linear acceleration has not been tested in either Tecta or Tectb null mutant mice [54,78,144]. Expression data [118] show that in the saccule and utricle, Tecta mRNA is detected at E12.5, but Tectb mRNA is not observed until E14.5. Expression of β-tectorin mRNA ceases after P15, whereas β-tectorin mRNA expression continues within the striolar region of the utricle until at least P150. The results suggest that Tecta
may play a developmental role prior to or concomitant with hair-cell differentiation, but before the appearance of hair bundles, whereas, Tectb may play a maintenance or functional role. Although Tecta is only expressed transiently during otoconia development, Tectb is continuously expressed within the striolar region of the utricle.

The last protein related to otoconia is osteopontin. Osteopontin is a non-collagenous bone matrix protein that is involved in ossification processes. mRNA has been identified in marginal cells of the stria vascularis, spiral ganglion cells, vestibular sensory hair cells and vestibular dark cells [127,137]. In contrast to most other acellular matrix proteins, the mRNA of osteopontin is expressed exclusively in vestibular hair cells [143]. In the utricle and saccule, osteopontin was detected by immunocytochemistry in the otoconia, suggesting that this protein is a component protein of mammalian otoconia.

While knowledge of the compositions of the inner ear acellular structures has thus been advanced, basic questions related to the development and maintenance of otoconia, cupula and tectorial membrane remain open. For example, how the proteins that form the otoconia assemble in the calcium poor endolymphatic fluid and how this extracellular protein assembly guides otoconia crystallization, but not calcification of the other acellular matrices is unknown. What is intriguing is that certain otoconia proteins are expressed outside the sensory epithelia [150]. In contrast, other proteins known to participate in otoconia formation, in particular ototetrin, α-tectorin and β-tectorin, are apparently strongly expressed in otoconia bearing sensory epithelia [65,118]. How all these different proteins relate to the distinct fine structure observed in acellular matrices of the ear [54,141] as well as to the different crystal structure of otoconia [58,85] and the different striolar/extrastriolar organization of otoconia [79] remains unclear.

Most important here is that the three different acellular structures of the mammalian ear, the cupulae of the cristae, the otoconia of the linear acceleration system and the tectorial membrane represent variations of a general molecular theme with a number of shared proteins being present in all three of these structures [54]. More information about the developmental expression of these proteins is needed to reveal the ontogenetic differences between the different epithelia to understand the developmental distinctions of these acellular covering structures. Likewise, a correlation is needed between the stereocilia maturation of hair cells and the development of the extracellular matrices.

5. Making sensory neurons and connecting them to the epithelia

Sensorineural development requires spatial and temporal regulation of many genes for the precise localization of the delaminating sensory neurons, ultimately upregulating the genes for sensory neuron and hair cell formation. For example, the reduction in general oto-cyst expression in Fgf10 might and the change in expression of Tbx1 [109,116] might alter the topology of proneuronal gene expression. Also, other proteins like GATA3, EYA1, SIX1 and FGF’s may be important
for maintenance of the neurogenic capacity. Recent work on EYA1 and SIX1 show reduction and even complete loss of sensory neuron formation after an initial start [157,159]. Likewise, Gata3 null mutants [68] and sonic hedgehog (Shh) null mutants [120] show reduced formation of sensory neurons.

Loss-of-function (targeted null mutations of the respective genes) experiments have clarified some of the proneural genes crucial for inner ear primary sensory neuron development (Fig. 4). The work of Ma et al. [88] showed that inner ear primary sensory neuron formation requires the vertebrate bHLH gene, neurogenin 1 (Neurog1). As a consequence of the absence of primary sensory neuron formation in Neurog1 null mutants, the ear develops without brainstem connections as afferents do not form and neither efferents nor autonomic fibers appear to reach the ear in these animals [89]. Nevertheless, such ears develop fairly normally in their overall histology, including hair cells. This suggests that ear formation and development even of many hair cells is largely autonomous of innervation. While those hair cells that do form develop morphologically normal in the absence of innervation (except for some minor disorientation), hair cell numbers are reduced to various degrees in Neurog1 null mutant mice [96]. Most interestingly, the cochlea is shortened and the saccule is almost completely lost in these null mutants. In addition, extra rows of hair cells form in the shortened cochlea. These data suggest a significant interaction between progenitor cells that form primary neurons and progenitor cells that give rise to hair cells, supporting and other inner ear epithelial cells. The simplest explanation would be a clonal relationship of primary sensory clones with hair cell/supporting cell clones [40, 43]. However, other possible interactions can not be excluded [45] such as alteration of cell fate [96].

A gene that is immediately downstream of and mostly regulated by Neurog1 is Neurod1, another bHLH gene [88]. Null mutations of this gene have been analyzed and show severe reduction [72] to complete loss of sensory neurons [86]. Surviving vestibular sensory neurons may be in an unusual position and project in an aberrant pattern to only parts of the cochlea and only some vestibular sensory epithelia [47, 72]. Judging from these data, Neurod1 appears to play a role in neuronal differentiation and survival, migration to appropriate areas, and target selection of peripheral neurons. Consistent with the effect on survival is the reduction and/or absence of certain neurotrophin receptor genes known to be essential for neuronal survival [72, 86]. Moreover, it is possible that the effects on survival of sensory neurons in Neurod1 null mutants are in part mediated by the reduced expression of a Pou domain factor, Pou4f1 [64]. As with Neurod1, Pou4f1 affects upregulation of certain neurotrophin receptors and thus might be only indirectly achieving its effect.

Recent molecular data suggest some candidate genes that are involved in regulating peripheral neuronal process development. Those candidate genes belong to the family of ephrin receptor and ligand complex and of sensory neurons.
semaphorin ligand and receptor system known to be important in other developing systems [140]. Most simplistically, one might assume that hair cells simply attract growing neurites. If so, the molecular principle of neurite attraction should be abolished with hair cell ablation. A recent study on Pou4f3 null mutant mice that do not develop differentiated hair cells past early neonatal stages, reported growth of afferents to absent or disappearing hair cells (Fig. 4) as well as expression of neurotrophic factors in these mutants [155]. Interestingly, Atoh1 null mutant mice that never even form differentiated hair cells also display rather normal initial fiber growth (Fig. 4) but retention of fibers to the end of gestation is largely in areas of expression of the Bdnf neurotrophin [50]. Moreover, even if entire sensory epithelia formation is abrogated in specific null mutant mice, initial growth of afferents is rather targeted [109], suggesting that at least some of the pathfinding properties must reside in the interaction between growing neurites and the otocyst soluble factors.

Null mutants for the ephrin receptor B2, Ephb2, show circling behavior and altered axonal guidance of midline crossing efferents, but no data on alteration of peripheral innervation have been provided [29]. Other ephrin mutants exist but their phenotype has not yet been characterized for the ear and likely requires more detailed analysis than simple uniform fiber labeling as detailed errors might be missed using non-specific techniques. Recently, a role of one semaphorin, Sema3a, in providing a stop signal for growing afferents has been presented. Specifically, in the null mutant growing neurites do not stop at the vestibular sensory epithelia but rather continue to grow and may extend outside the ear as far as the skin above the ear [56]. While these data indicate some progress in the molecular basis of peripheral neurite guidance, it also highlights how rudimentary this insight is [46,50].

In contrast to this apparent paucity of data on molecular guidance, extensive knowledge exists on the molecular basis of sensory neuron survival [48]. Briefly, two neurotrophins (Bdnf, Ntf3) and their receptors (Ntrk2, Ntrk3) as well as the so-called low affinity receptor p75 have been identified in the developing ear using various techniques. Double null mutations of either the two neurotrophins or their two neurotrophin receptors have shown complete loss of all sensory neurons, demonstrating that those ligands and receptors are crucial for inner ear sensory neuron survival. Remaining issues center on the differential function of each neurotrophin receptor combination. Since most other vertebrates express only one neurotrophin in the ear, it also remains unclear why mammals have two. In addition, the expression patterns described show a highly dynamic change in the vestibular system [38,111]. Data on transgenic knockin animals showed that each neurotrophin can be functionally replaced by the other neurotrophin. This suggests that the topological difference in expression matter more than any specific molecular effect [3,28]. This apparent capacity of functional replacement of each neurotrophin by the other reinvigorated the question for the functional significance of the presence of two neurotrophins as well as their differential expression.

An answer for this puzzle was recently provided using the transgenic knockin animals in which Bdnf has replaced Ntf3 (Ntf3h-Bdnf). Selective tracer injection in these animals showed reorganization of the peripheral projection pattern of vestibular neurons into the basal turn of the cochlea [139] as well as rescue of projection to canal cristae in Ntf3h-Bdnf mice combined with Bdnf null mutation (Fig. 4). Indeed, absence of Bdnf can result in some innervation of canal sensory epithelia (Fig. 4) in animals in which a gene important for cell death (Bax) has been eliminated [61]. These projections developed at the time the neurons are known to become susceptible to the neurotrophins for their survival suggesting that they become both neurotrophically as well as neurotropically dependent on neurotrophins at the same time. These data also suggest that the differential expression of neurotrophins in the ear plays a significant role in patterning the ear innervation. Interestingly, the central projection remained unchanged in these animals suggesting little if any influence of neurotrophins on the patterning of the central projections. Overall, these data suggest that the guidance to molecular basis processes that guide peripheral and central projection are distinct.

Most interesting are recent data on topographic segregation of afferent fibers from gravistatic organs that have hair cells with different polarities [91,92]. These data suggest that hair cells with one polarity receive an input different from those with an opposite polarity, with the striola presenting a dividing line (Fig. 5a). These data also show that no topographic segregation of afferent cells projecting to specific organs exists in the mouse ear (Fig. 5b). How such sharp boundaries form during development remains unclear.

In summary, certain molecular aspects of sensory neuron formation, guidance and survival have been clarified in recent years. Still, numerous open issues remain in this fast moving field and virtually no molecular data exist for the basic patterning of central projec-
Fig. 5. The distribution of afferent fibers (A) and sensory neurons (B) after injections of two different lipophilic tracers into the cerebellum (red) and the superior vestibular nucleus (green) is shown in this 7 day old mouse. Note that red and green fibers are mixed to the canal cristae but are segregated along the striola in the utricle (u in A). These data imply that hair cell polarity reversal is accompanied by an almost complete segregation of fibers across the area of hair cell polarity reversal. Despite this extraordinary degree of segregation in their target organs, sensory neurons in the superior and inferior vestibular ganglion (SVG, IVG) are almost randomly mixed (B). AC, anterior crista; HC, horizontal crista; U, utricle. Bar indicates 200 μm.

6. Generating sensory epithelia and specifying position and polarity of hair cells

Hair cell development requires precise spatial and temporal regulation of many genes [45,71]. There is inadequate molecular data to specify areas of sensory patch formation but it is clear that the topology of these patches is dependent on the proper polarity acquisition of the developing otocyst [40]. A candidate for the establishment of dorso-ventral and possibly anterior posterior axis formation is Shh [120] in interaction with Gbx2 [12,83], Wnt1/3a [121] and Gli3 [23]. Longitudinal studies suggest that sensory epithelia form as a single patch that divides as the otocyst enlarges and becomes compartmentalized [38,100,109]. Null mutants strongly support the involvement of Fgf10 and Sox2 in sensory patch and hair cell formation [71,103], but the role of Bmp4 and the DELTA/NOTCH lateral inhibition process in this context is not completely clarified [6,26,31]. Most importantly, recent data suggest formation of hair cell precursors in the absence of Atoh1, implying that Atoh1 can not activate the lateral inhibition system of delta and notch to sort out supporting cells from hair cells [50].

Unknown factors initiate the proliferation of hair cell precursor inside the growing and dividing sensory patches, such as Sox2 [71], and initiate upregulation of the retinoblastoma gene to terminate hair cell mitosis [93]. Interestingly, at least the formation of some hair cells is linked to the sensory neuron formation as Neurog1 null mutants are deficient in the number of hair cells and do never fully grow certain sensory patches, like the sacculle [89]. It seems reasonable to assume that growth of epithelia depends on the proliferation of hair cell precursors, which may be set aside as early as E10.5 in the mouse [45,96]. How all these early patterning processes relate ultimately to the upregulation of genes relevant for hair cell differentiation remains unclear.

Hair cell differentiation requires a single bHLH gene, atonal homologue 1 (Atoh1), both during development [8] and during regeneration [52,66,69]. Recent data show that the gene relevant for hair cell precursor formation is still unknown [25] as undifferentiated hair cell precursors form in Atoh1 null mice [50]. Confirming and extending this findings (Fig. 6) are recent data on organ of Corti tissue culture showing that Atoh1 is not required for the initial expression of MyoVIIa, MyoVI, nicotinic acetylcholine receptor α9, limbrin, POU4F3 and other hair cell markers [123]. This conclusion is also supported by the precocious expression of the neurotrophin Bdnf in the cochlea, prior to the upregulation of Atoh1, in what appears to be postmitotic hair cells [25,38,50]. Nevertheless, a possible involve-
ment of Atoh1 in the selection of proliferating hair cell precursors can not be ruled out for vestibular sensory epithelia [96].

Several crucial genes for hair cell differentiation and maintenance are now characterized: Atoh1, Pou4f3, Gfi1 and Barhl1 [8,37,82,148,155]. More recent work indicates that the Pou domain factor (Pou4f3) regulates the zinc finger protein, GFI1 [62]. How those genes in turn tie into Barhl1 regulation as well as hair cell differentiation remains unclear. It appears, however, that major aspects of hair cell differentiation can be accomplished in the absence of either Pou4f3 or Gfi1 [62]. Thus Atoh1 is certainly able to promote hair cell differentiation to the extent of stereocilia formation even without those genes, but identification of hair cells appears to be even possible in the absence of Atoh1 [50] and those cells express the BDNF neurotrophin (Fig. 6).

Molecules that specify the hair cell competent area are unknown. Transfection experiments using Atoh1 gene loaded viruses have shown that cells in the greater epithelial ridge can transform into hair cells in neonates and adults [52,66,69]. How Atoh1 is initially upregulated in the cells that will become hair cells is not fully established and may vary between different sensory epithelia, the species used, as well as the technical limitations of the specific techniques employed [25,96,122]. While the role of p27 in terminal mitosis of hair cell precursors is now clear [24], other genes relevant for mitosis need to be studied as well such as retinoblastoma [93]. Atoh1 drives related HLH genes (Hes1 and Hes5) that regulate the mosaic of hair cell and supporting cell formation [31,52,158]. Mutation in the Hes genes result in extra hair cell formation, supporting the notion that these genes regulate the hair cell/supporting cell mosaic and have limited effect on the overall topology and extent of hair cell progenitor formation that is regulated by as yet unknown genes.

How all those cell fate determination process are molecularly integrated into the process of cell contact formation that uses a variety of different cadherins and related molecules [70] that appear to play crucial roles in hair cell polarity formation [6,30,33,99] remains unknown. There is no direct connection with the differential distribution of actin and espin to form the stereociliary staircase and the mechanism of stereociliary bundle polarity is yet to be shown [35]. It is conceivable, but unknown, that differential distribution of espin that regulates the assembly of actin in a quantitative fashion maybe at the basis of the differential growth of stereocilia. Thus the effects described for various transmembrane and secreted signals in the establishment of hair cell polarity require a more direct link with known molecules that are differentially distributed in various hair cells.

In summary, while our molecular understanding of hair cell formation and differentiation is by far the most advanced in all ear morphogenetic and histogenetic processes, it also shows gaps that require much further work to be connected in a logical and causal sequence in order to be used in a controlled fashion to remedy one aspect of vestibular loss of function: to replace lost hair cells. Recent attempts to tie the functional maturation of hair cells [35] to the onset of transmitter release mechanisms [130] remain to be completed using appropriate mutational analysis of conditional mutants with conditional deletion of relevant genes.

At age 70 in humans the decline in vestibular and cochlear hair cell numbers may have depleted the capacity of the system to compensate and hearing and vestibular disorders become apparent. While devices to restore hearing have been designed, such as cochlear and cochlear nucleus implants, electronic devices for vestibular information delivery are in their infancy. Using the insights into the molecular basis of hair cell formation to regenerate hair cells and neurons and to connect them properly so that vestibular sensation is fully restored in the elderly would be a desired outcome of these studies summarized above.

Significant progress toward these goals show that gene therapy using Atoh1 loaded adenoviruses can transform supporting cells into hair cells [66,69]. Regenerating hair cells by forcing them to divide in retinoblastoma null mutants seem to be an alternative way that requires, however, further studies are needed to avoid the possibility of cancer formation [93]. Other avenues to achieve functional recovery are the regeneration of hair cells and sensory neurons from embryonic or adult stem cells [80,81] and isolation of proliferating ganglion cell precursors appears to be possible from the human cochlea [117]. Implanting such cells into ears depleted of either hair cells or sensory neurons or both might be a future direction to restore hearing and vestibular signal sensing. Transfering those data from the cochlea to the vestibular system is another challenge for the field [7,138]. Overall, these data support the notion that curing hair cell loss in the cochlea and the vestibular sensory organs might become a possibility although more work is needed before any of these techniques can be used for clinical trials.
Fig. 6. The formation of Atoh1 and Bdnf expressing cells is shown in the absence of Atoh1, a gene necessary for hair cell differentiation. Atoh1 and Bdnf genes were replaced with the LacZ reporter gene and the distribution of β-galactosidase, the enzyme generated by the LacZ gene, was revealed with a histochemical reaction that generates a blue reaction product. Note that either Atoh1-LacZ or Bdnf-LacZ reveals all hair cells of vestibular epithelia (A,C,E) in mice heterozygotic for these genes. Interestingly, in mice null for Atoh1 and that show no differentiated hair cells, expression of Atoh1-LacZ (B) and Bdnf-LacZ (D) shows a distribution of cells consistent with the formation of sensory epithelia. In addition, those sensory epithelia receive an innervation that is somewhat targeted toward those cells (E,F). Note that Bdnf expression in the utricle depends on the expression of Atoh1 (D). AC, anterior crista; HC, horizontal crista; PC, posterior crista; S, saccule; SN, sensory neurons; U, utricle. Bar indicates 100 μm. Modified after [50].

7. Conclusion and outlook

Molecular progress has revealed some aspects of ear morphogenesis, sensory epithelia and extracellular matrix formation and formation and specification of sensory neuron connections. Nevertheless, these insights provide only a beginning and numerous open questions remain, requiring more sophisticated molecular analysis combined with physiological experiments in viable mutant mice that carry ear directed mutations. Progress already indicates significant clinical potential that may relate to treatments of vestibular sensation loss, by mediating hair cell and sensory neuron regeneration. Some aspects of vestibular ear evolution appear to relate to the recruitment of specific genes into the existing network of gene expression that mediates ear development. However, other aspects of vestibular ear evolution such as specific fiber projection to distinct endorgans and their central targets are less likely to depend on single genes.
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